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Stans, Switzerland, 5 February 2021

PILATUS OFFERS PC-24 WITH 10-SEAT COMMUTER INTERIOR
A first PC-24 with high-utility 10-seat commuter configuration has been delivered to
a customer in the western United States, allowing the Super Versatile Jet to prove
yet again how it is an excellent fit for the widest of mission profiles.
Pilatus now offers a commuter configuration for up to ten passengers, delivering a
safe, efficient, private, cost-effective corporate travel solution for company
employees. Each seat is installed with a quick-release mechanism allowing easy cabin
reconfiguration for all transportation requirements.
Passengers and cargo transport
The PC-24’s payload capacity of 1,134 kilogrammes and standard large cargo door
enable operators to load large, bulky items that no other business jet is capable of
carrying with such flexibility. The cabin features a private lavatory which can be
serviced from the exterior. Unlike many other light and midsize jets in this category,
the lavatory seat is not used as a passenger seat: the loss of comfort for the
passenger is simply too great.
Seat pitch in the commuter configuration varies from 34 (86) to 40 inches (102
centimetres). Each seat features a side storage compartment and cup holder as well
as one USB charging port. On top of that, four 115-volt power outlets in the cabin
enhance in-flight productivity. The PC-24’s entirely flat floor also adds to comfort on
long trips.
Ignaz Gretener, VP General Aviation of Pilatus commented: “All of us at Pilatus are
pleased to hand over this new PC-24 in the 10-seat commuter configuration.
The PC-24 is the only aircraft in its category to offer this level of high-capacity interior
for ten passengers. All seats are forward-facing, and internal cargo space of more
than 1.4 cubic metres remains accessible in flight. We expect this configuration will
prove very popular with both public and private operators requiring a cost-effective
solution for frequent transportation of passengers as an alternative to sending them
on the airlines.”
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High-resolution photos and videos of the PC-24 can be downloaded at
www.pilatus-aircraft.com/downloads
Further media information is available from:
Ignaz Gretener, VP General Aviation
Pilatus Aircraft Ltd, Stans, Switzerland
Phone: +41 41 619 62 60
E-mail: ignaz.gretener@pilatus-aircraft.com
www.pilatus-aircraft.com

Founded in 1939, Pilatus Aircraft Ltd is the only Swiss company to develop, produce and sell aircraft
to customers around the world: from the legendary Pilatus Porter PC-6 to the best-selling single-engine
turboprop in its class, the PC-12, and the PC-21, the training system of the future. The latest aircraft is
the PC-24 – the world’s first ever business jet for use on short unprepared runways. Domiciled in Stans,
the company is certified to ISO 14001 in recognition of its efforts for the environment. The Pilatus Group
includes two independent subsidiaries in Broomfield (Colorado, USA) and Adelaide (Australia). With over
2,000 employees at its headquarters, Pilatus is one of the largest employers in Central Switzerland.
Pilatus provides training for about 130 apprentices in 13 different professions – job training for young
people has always been a very high priority at Pilatus.

